
TO FIND OUT HOW YOUR DATA CENTER CAN BECOME A 
HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMP USING VREALIZE SUITE, GO TO: 

https://www.vmware.com/products/vrealize-suite

“Customers are using vRealize to 
simplify IT and reduce costs by 
automating processes (better 

ef�ciency, agility), meet SLAs, and 
improve customer engagement, 

addressing automation, operations, 
and business requirements.”

— 451 Research

A UNANIMOUS DECISION! Don't let competitors beat you 
to the punch. vRealize Suite gets your IT in shape and propels your data center 
transformation so you can compete in an age when IT must do more with less, and 
respond faster to business needs.

KNOCK OUT PUNCH! Once a boxer reaches the top, everyone 
is gunning for them and they need to continually up their game. vRealize Suite 
allows companies the �exibility to shift from or move workloads between private, 
public, and hybrid clouds without having to replace their cloud management 
platform.

Tribune Media, a $3 billion+ broadcasting and digital media company 
that transitioned from its legacy IT infrastructure to a software-de�ned data center, 

Nearly triple its capacity 
to deliver projects of 
value to the business

Achieve its corporate 
objective for high 
availability

Reduce overall 
IT costs by 80%

Automate everything 
including networking 
and security with NSX

GO MORE ROUNDS! A top boxer requires lots of stamina. vRealize 
Suite allows companies to increase speed-to-market and improve the user experience 
through automated application delivery, letting IT departments make a bigger 
contribution to strategic objectives.

TRIBUNE MEDIA

Increased the number of 
IT projects undertaken 

from 78 to 245 
in 2 years — a jump of 

214 %

SYMANTEC

Consolidated 12 labs 
to 2 across North 

and South America 
and has given back 

11 weeks to 
the business

IN YOUR CORNER! During a match, a boxer relies on their trainer to 
keep a sharp eye out for any issues. With vRealize Suite, troubleshooting time can 
be reduced thanks to accelerated root cause analysis and guided remediation. That 
means issues are resolved before they cause downtime. vRealize Business also 
provides transparency and control over the costs and quality of IT services.

California Natural Resources Agency saw a 42% 
reduction in CapEx spending, and a 35% reduction 
in OpEx spending

ACI Specialty Bene�ts increased performance by 
55% and reduced problem resolution time by 25%

The Ministry of Finance for the Republic of Turkey 
can now monitor physical and virtual machines in 
real-time, allowing for proactive problem solving

AGILE FOOTWORK! A boxer needs to be nimble to outmaneuver 
hard-charging opponents. vRealize Suite reduces development cycle time through 
increased administration, development, and testing ef�ciencies.

Choice Hotels cut application infrastructure 
provisioning from 6 weeks to 30 minutes

of companies accelerate infrastructure delivery with vRealize Automation
      — TechValidate
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BUILD MUSCLE!You need to pack a punch. vRealize Suite empowers 
users to simply point-and-click to deploy new resources, letting them achieve better 
results without giving the technology behind it a second thought. That makes IT 
stronger, so fewer workers are needed to get more done.

RENT-A-CENTER TRIBUNE MEDIA

1 Store updated 
in 7 days by 12 people

Before vRealize Suite

2 People manage 
the infrastructure for 

90% of a 6,000-VM 
environment, 

substantially less 
than before

of companies enable 
self-service of IT 
resources with 

vRealize Automation
— TechValidate

100 stores updated 
in 1 night by 4 people

After vRealize Suite

76%

Choice Hotels reclaimed more 
than 100 over-provisioned virtual 
machines in the �rst few weeks 

Boeing resized its over-provisioned 
VMs to reclaim 9Pb of disk, 
saving millions

Cox Automotive was able to 
increase its consolidation rates from 
as low as 8:1 up to as high as 120:1

ACI Specialty Bene�ts improved 
their consolidation ratios by 50%, 
increased performance by 55%, and 
reduced problem resolution time by 25%

of companies experienced cost savings 
of at least 21% across their data center 
with vRealize Operations  — TechValidate

California Natural Resources 
improved application and system 
performance by 3x

62 %

GET LEAN! A boxer uses roadwork and jump ropes to sweat off fat. In the same 
way, IT departments want to slim down, and vRealize Suite provides increased hardware 
capacity through optimization of application sizing and capacity alerts.
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PUNCH
VMware vRealize Suite simplifies and empowers IT through smart automation

WORLD CLASS
GIVE YOUR DATA CENTER 

A

YOUR DATA CENTER IS LIKE A 

CHAMPION BOXER
Companies that deploy vRealize 
Automation saw a 243% ROI in 

less than 6 months 
— Forrester Research

Its success depends on power and speed. Just as a boxer needs a skilled trainer to be in tip-top condition, data centers are 
undergoing a physical makeover with the help of VMware vRealize Suite. The industry-leading cloud management suite 
streamlines processes to better support key functions and lines of business as more operations are placed in the cloud.


